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Introductions & Administrative Notes

• Introductions

• Bathrooms & Fire Exits

• Cell Phones

• Other Pertinent Info



Preface

• Cirrus First Responder Website
– http://firstresponder.cirrusaircraft.com/
– Username: cirrus (case sensitive)
– Password: CAPS (case sensitive)

• Hot Line
– In the United States1-800-279-4322
– Outside the United States: 218-474-1028 / 218-310-0567

• During Normal Business Hours
– Email: Airsafety@cirrusaircraft.com
– Phone: 218-788-3400



Cirrus Airframe Parachute System (CAPS)

• Airframe parachute system
– Lowers plane and occupants to ground
– Rocket deployed parachute for faster deployment

• Similar systems sold on other airplanes
– 5,300 Cirrus
– Possible 25,000+ other airplanes (light sport / 

ultralights / gliders)



SECTION 1: 

IDENTIFYING CAPS COMPONENTS



Identifying Cirrus Airplanes



Identifying Cirrus Airplanes



Activation Handle



Activation Cable



Activation Cable Location



Activation Cable Location



Rocket Motor



Rocket Motor



Parachute Enclosure Cover



Parachute



Rocket Motor & Parachute Location



Placards



SECTION 2:

CAPS HAZARDS



ACTIVATION HANDLE & CABLE HAZARDS

Movement of Wreckage Causing the 
System to Fire



Movement of Wreckage Causing the 
System to Fire

ACTIVATION HANDLE & CABLE HAZARDS



Movement of Wreckage Causing the 
System to Fire

ACTIVATION HANDLE & CABLE HAZARDS



Movement of Wreckage Causing the 
System to Fire



Occupant Extrication 
Using Jaws of Life or Cutting Tools

ACTIVATION HANDLE & CABLE HAZARDS



Occupant Extrication 
Using Jaws of Life or Cutting Tools

ACTIVATION HANDLE & CABLE HAZARDS



Projectile Hazards

ROCKET MOTOR HAZARDS



Projectile Hazards

ROCKET MOTOR HAZARDS



Rocket Launch After the Accident

ROCKET MOTOR HAZARDS



Explosive Potential

ROCKET MOTOR HAZARDS



Igniter & Base Assembly Hazards

• Two types of Igniters
– Percussion
– Electric

IGNITER & BASE HAZARDS



Igniter & Base Assembly Hazards

Percussion Ignition Hazards

• 6-12 inch flame

• Blast debris

• Rocket launch
– Heat or fire can ignite/launch
– Unpredictable flight path
– Cracked grain

Recommendations
• Rocket in Launch Tube

– Beware of activation cable 
hazards

– Disable activation cable

• Rocket out of Launch 
Tube
– No longer attached to 

source of ignition
– Do not expose to heat or 

fire

IGNITER & BASE HAZARDS (PERCUSSION FIRED SYSTEM)



Percussion Igniter System



Igniter & Base Assembly Hazards

Recommendations 
• Rocket in Launch Tube

– Beware of activation cable 
hazards

– Disable activation cable
– Disconnect both batteries
– Shunt igniter wires
– Be aware of sources of 

radio transmissions

• Rocket out of Launch 
Tube
– Shunt wires
– Be aware of sources of 

radio transmissions

Electric Ignition Hazards
• Ignition source stays 

w/rocket

• Stray voltages
– Static electricity 
– High powered radio 

transmissions

– Rocket
– Heat or fire can ignite/launch
– Unpredictable trajectory
– Cracked grains

IGNITER & BASE HAZARDS (ELEC.)



Frangible Link
(designed to break at perforation / dotted line)

Rocket Motor

Igniter



Wire Shunting Methods



Wire Shunting Methods



Wire Shunting Methods



Wire Shunting Methods



Electric Igniter System

IGNITER & BASE HAZARDS



Electric Igniter 
System

IGNITER & BASE HAZARDS



Reefing Line Cutter Hazards

REEFING LINE CUTTER HAZARDS



Parachute Hazards

PARACHUTE HAZARDS



SECTION 3:

CAPS DAMAGE ASSESSMENT



Approaching the Site

• Approach from sides and front (upwind if possible)

• Assess Hazards Present
– CAPS (don’t move wreckage)
– Fuel
– Sources of ignition (electrical)
– Oxygen Bottles
– Airbag Seatbelts
– Hazardous Cargo
– Bloodborne Pathogens



Intact Verses No Intact

• Intact
– Minor mishap
– Little or no damage to fuselage (main body)
– Doors and windows secure and in place
– Doors function without binding

• Not Intact
– Damage to fuselage: cracks, tears, deformation
– Doors NOT functioning properly
– Windows or window frames cracked or fractured



Intact Airplane



Airplane Not Intact



Airplane Not Intact



SECTION 4:

SECURING & DISABLING CAPS



Securing

Definition:

“Securing the CAPS” is the process of inserting the CAPS activation safety pin 
into the activation handle and handle holder. This process is used ONLY 
when there is little or no damage to the fuselage (main body) of the airplane 
and further damage by rescue efforts is NOT expected. In this case the 
airplane is characterized as “INTACT.”

Instructions:

The pilot normally will remove the CAPS safety pin from the actuation handle 
prior to flight and replace it after flight. With this in mind the safety pin can 
usually be located somewhere in the forward section of the cockpit and 
inserted into the activation handle holder located in the ceiling between the 
front two crew seats. If the safety pin cannot be located the use of zip ties is 
recommended as a temporary substitute.



Securing



Disabling
Definition:

“Disabling” is the process of cutting the activation cable as close to the igniter assembly 
as practical. This process leaves the ignition source connected to the rocket motor, 
but removes the majority of the activation cable so that it does not inadvertently 
activate the igniter assembly.  Removing this potential hazard decreases the risk of 
inadvertent ignition substantially enough to proceed with rescue efforts.

This is a temporary measure intended to allow rescue of occupants and if necessary 
movement of the airplane for a short distance, i.e. off an active runway at an airport 
or removal of the airplane from a road or highway.

It is NOT intended as the final disposition for the system. The system requires a trained 
technician to disassemble the components and render them inert prior to further 
transport or storage. 

Disabling is performed any time the airplane is characterized as “NOT INTACT.”



Disabling
Instructions

All non-essential personnel should stay well clear of the area. A 1,000 foot or greater safety zone is 
recommended. It is also recommended that personnel performing the disabling should be wearing 
complete fire fighter bunker / turnout gear to include helmet and face shield.

If the airplane is considered “NOT INTACT” the damage and position of the airplane’s fuselage needs 
to be assessed.  Do NOT move the wreckage! Approach from the front or sides until the rocket 
location and status is determined.  The best course of action needs to be determined for 
accessing the CAPS activation cable as close as possible to the igniter assembly. 

The course of action determined must avoid further disturbance of the wreckage which might 
cause the activation cable to fire the rocket.

WARNING:

ONLY USE A TOOL SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR CABLE CUTTING.  DO NOT USE BOLT 
CUTTERS, DIAGONAL CUTTERS, LINEMAN’S PLIERS OR OTHER SUBSTITUTES. 

TOOLS OTHER THAN A CABLE CUTTER MAY TWIST AN ALREADY TAUT ACTIVATION CABLE 
CAUSING THE ROCKET TO FIRE.



Disabling 

Instructions cont.

Once access is gained to the activation cable near the igniter assembly, a cable cutter 
must be utilized to cut the cable. Any added twisting to the cable may fire the rocket if 
the cable is altered or pulled on.

There is always the risk that the activation cable may be taut enough that it could fire the 
system even when using the proper cable cutter.  Cirrus technicians have performed 
this procedure since 2001 on many accident sites and this has never happened to 
date.

Disabling the system is performed the same for both the percussion and electrically fired 
ignition systems.  

Additional precautions may be taken in the electrically fired system.  Both aircraft 
batteries can be disconnected and the igniter wires shunted.



Disabling



Disabling



Cable Cutters



Cable Cutter Sources



Disarming

Definition

Disarming is the process whereby the rocket motor is physically separated from the 
ignition source, disassembled and rendered inert. The igniter, base, and reefing line 
cutters are also rendered inert.  

Instructions

Coordination should be made with Cirrus Air Safety to have a trained and authorized 
technician dismantle and render the CAPS components inert (see contact info in 
Preface).  Occasionally local bomb squads choose to dispose of the components 
through use of explosives.  While Cirrus does not have the authority to prohibit such 
actions we recommend against it due to the unnecessary level of risk this process 
introduces.



SECTION 5:

OTHER SYSTEMS & HAZARDS



Engine Shut Down



Fuel System



Oxygen Systems



Electrical System



Aircraft Batteries – BAT1



Aircraft Batteries – BAT2



Airbag Seatbelts -- Identification



Airbag Seatbelts -- Placards



Airbag Seatbelts -- Disarming



Airbag Seatbelts – High Pressure Inflator



Composites, Dust, Fibers & Fumes

• Burning composites produce toxic gases – full breathing gear 
required

• Other personnel should wait for fire, heat, and fumes to exhaust 
themselves then
– Wear a respirator with organic vapor filter and dust protection
– Wear long pants and sleeves
– Wear eye protection

• Watch where you walk
• Watch out for others
• Carbon fiber splinters require medical attention
• Watch out for sharp edges and protrusions
• When gaining access use cutting tools
• Composites exposed to fire and heat NOT structurally sound





Dimensions



Weights

SR20 SR22 SR22T

Max Gross Weight 2900 – 3100 lb 3400 lb 3400 lb

Standard Empty Weight Approx.  2150 lb Approx. 2400 lb Approx. 2400 lb

Engine (basic weight w/o 
accessories, prop, etc.) 380 lb 456 lb 456 lb



Flammable Fluids

SR20 SR22 SR22T

Aviation Gasoline 61 gallons 84 gallons 94.5

Oil 8 quarts 8 quarts 8 quarts

TKS (anti-ice fluid) n/a 2.96-3.5 gallons 8.5 gallons

Mil-H-5606 Hydraulic Fluid 0.25 quarts 0.25 quarts 0.25 quarts


